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Learn how to make your favorite sushi rolls at home or
discover a new recipe in Sushi: Taste and Technique.
This classic guide to making a variety of homemade
Japanese sushi features traditional rolls plus the latest
trends, including modern sushi bowls, omelets, and
burritos. Detailed step-by-step photographs and foolproof
recipes by Kimiko Barber and Hiroki Takemura help you
master the knife skills and hand techniques you need to
prepare perfect sushi and sashimi, from authentic
pressed, rolled, and stuffed sushi to a sushi sandwich.
Reference the fish and shellfish guide to learn how to
select and cut the appropriate meat for your sushi, and
get the best recommendations for your desired meal.
Read about the history of sushi, make sure you have the
appropriate utensils in your home and make sure they
are being used correctly, and learn the proper etiquette
for serving and eating sushi. Elevate your home menu
with Sushi: Taste and Technique, a beautiful and indepth reference guide to everything sushi.
The definitive, home cooking recipe collection from one
of the most respected and beloved culinary cultures
Japan: The Cookbook has more than 400 sumptuous
recipes by acclaimed food writer Nancy Singleton
Hachisu. The iconic and regional traditions of Japan are
organized by course and contain insightful notes
alongside the recipes. The dishes - soups, noodles,
rices, pickles, one-pots, sweets, and vegetables - are
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simple and elegant.
A career flavor scientist who has worked with such
companies as Lindt, Coca-Cola and Cadbury organizes
food flavors into 160 basic ingredients, explaining how to
combine flavors for countless results, in a reference that
also shares practical tips and whimsical observations.
ePub: FL0617
500 Sushi provides the home chef with everything
needed to make delicious, authentic sushi at home.
Making these flavorsome bites is easy with this
exhaustive collection of recipes! Following the expert
advice from the founder of Moshi Moshi Sushi, you will
learn how to choose fresh fish and other ingredients and
fuse them into delicious combinations. From toppings
and fillings to seasonings and accompaniments, this
book gives you the tips and knowledge you need to
make this popular Japanese dish.
Questo libro non parla di semiotica, non esamina le sue basi
scientifiche, non ne illustra le teorie né discute degli autori
che le hanno formulate. Il suo obiettivo semmai è quello di
parlare la semiotica, farne cioè una lingua con cui articolare
un discorso sul mondo, su ciò che ci circonda e, dunque, sui
fatti umani e sociali che ci toccano. Quando questo accade si
passa dalla semiotica alla sociosemiotica. Ed è allora che
tecnologie, fotografie, pubblicità, cibo, libri e perfino un
artefatto complesso come Ikea si rivelano parte di quell’unico
“grande sistema” che è la semiosfera. Ricostruirla, allora,
non significa andare a caccia dei significati più o meno oscuri
che si celano dietro i più diversi segni, ma cogliere i processi
di significazione che fanno sì che i segni possano esistere,
facendo di un oggetto un soggetto in grado di comunicare.
An all-at-once charming and delightful book on the world of
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sushi cats. If you're new to the wonderful world of sushi cats,
we're happy to formally introduce you to these magical
creatures. Sushi cats are an unusual life-form consisting of a
cat on top of a portion of sushi rice. But make no mistake,
these sushi cats are not for eating. As the story goes, the
history of sushi cats is nothing more than the history of
mankind itself and they have been known to influence
humans since the beginning of time. Once Upon a Sushi Cat
takes you on a journey through history describing where sushi
cats come from (Sushi Cat Island, of course), and how
they've traveled around the world on their flying plates
spreading joy. Although we've gathered a little information
from various researchers and witnesses, their existence is
shrouded in mystery and sightings remain rare. Pause for a
moment to look through the gaps of your busy life, and you
may just spot a sushi cat looking back at you.
ePub: FL0643; PDF: FL1834
Tre amici, quelli di sempre. Leo, Kevin e Tom. Dopo anni di
scorribande nella sonnolenta Trieste, la loro città, si separano
per poi ritrovarsi a Vienna. Qui è Tom a convocare Leo – vero
protagonista del libro – e Kevin, per coinvolgerli nel progetto
di una galleria dedicata alla Pop Art. Ma, in un susseguirsi di
colpi di scena e di innamoramenti, tra alcol, eccessi e grame
figure, sempre sul filo dell’autoironia, devono via via fare i
conti con le loro differenze caratteriali e con una stridente
diversità di aspettative. Un disilluso affresco della nostra
società in una Vienna che fa da cornice classica a uno stile…
del tutto Pop. “Nell’atmosfera asburgica Leo mulina
supponenza e insolenza come se fossero una spada. E
pazienza se colpirà alla cieca: saccenti critici, arrampicatori
sociali, giovani e belle donne abbacinate dal lusso, ma anche
gli amici di sempre, fedeli maggiordomi, innocenti
studentesse. Tutti fatti a fettine. A scatenare il giovane è un
disagio interiore, l’inadeguatezza etnica del disprezzato
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italiener al cospetto dell’aristocrazia dell’aquila bicipite:
illuminata ma irraggiungibile”. (Francesco De Filippo)
“Massimiliano Alberti non ha a disposizione il rosso, il giallo,
il verde o il blu… ma solo il bianco della carta e il nero della
sua penna. E i suoi dialoghi vivaci, ironici e a volte velati da
una certa melanconia, diventano figure colorate che
esplodono nel nostro immaginario. Forse, un altro sipario si
apre al Neo-Pop”. (Alberto Panizzoli) “Quello di Alberti è un
romanzo quasi teatrale, un caleidoscopio di maschere
esistenziali quotidiane sempre pronte a cadere ma che si
rivelano, però, terribilmente reali. L’autore sa bene, e lo
dimostra, come nascondere la verità e svelare la finzione”
(The Leading Guy)
Publisher Description
L'italiano corretto alla portata di tutti! Perché il plurale di
chirurgo è chirurghi, ma di teologo teologi? E perché si dice
capolavori ma capistazione? Provincie si scrive con la i o
senza? La pronuncia corretta è sàlubre o salùbre? Meglio
dire sopra il tavolo o sopra al tavolo? Nessun senso di colpa,
questi dubbi attanagliano tutti, anche chi ha esperienza. Ecco
finalmente un manuale completo da tenere a portata di mano
quando si scrive, con un taglio pratico, ironico e aggiornato
alla lingua del Terzo Millennio che lo rende molto diverso dai
libri di scuola. Oltre alle regole spiegate in modo chiaro,
L'italiano For Dummies contiene tutti i consigli del buon
scrivere professionale (dal CV alle cartelle stampa), per il
Web (siti, blog, newsletter) e per gli aspiranti scrittori di
romanzi e racconti, con alcune dritte su come pubblicarli.
The first in a multi-volume definitive series on the art of
Japanese cuisine that will be the standard work for many
years to come. Subsequent volumes will appear annually and
will describe and illustrate the technical aspects of Japanese
cuisine, such as Umami, Sauce & Seasoning, Cutting and
Slicing, Simmering and Steaming, Grilling and Frying, Sushi
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and Other Cuisine, Desserts, Ingredients and more.
An authentic Italian cookbook featuring 100% plant-based
recipes The Italian table, from north to south, has always
borne minestrone, bean soups, bruschetta with extra virgin
olive oil, pastas with vegetable sauces, preserves, fruit.
These dishes, typical of the Mediterranean diet, are all also
entirely compatible with the vegan point of view. Vegano
Italiano celebrates these dishes and more, with recipes
including: Crostini with Marinated Zucchini Spaghetti with
Wild Asparagus Cream of Pumpkin and Potato Soup with
Chestnuts Cherry Strudel Seasonal, mouth-watering, and fun,
these recipes will let the whole family experiment with new
dishes, reinvent old favorites, and get the most out of local,
seasonal ingredients.
Fly to Japan and come discover all there is to know about
sushi. After revealing the secrets of chocolate to us, Franckie
Alarcon offers a gourmet panorama of this exceptional dish
that has conquered the planet! But do you really know sushi?
The author traveled to Japan to meet all the players involved
in the making of this true work of culinary art. From the
traditional starred chef to the young cook who is shaking up
the rules, including all the artisans and producers involved,
this book covers the most emblematic of Japanese products
from A to Z. A fascinating journey of discovery that, along the
way, tells a lot about Japan itself. You'll never believe the
precision and detailed obsession with quality ingredients
involved.
Recipes and stories to learn all about Japan's food culture.
Recipes, anecdotes, histories and stories, maps, techniques,
stylings, utensils, native ingredients -- this is a colorful
invitation to discover the look and aromas and flavors of
Japan. How to make sushi? What is the traditional method of
making miso soup? How do you make a full Japanese meal?
What are the most frequently cooked dishes in the izakaya?
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How do you garnish and pack a bento box? Here are the
answers in a charmingly, and beautifully, illustrated
paperback book. From how to use Japanese knives,
chopsticks and cooking vessels, to familiar and unusual
seafood (and seaweed!), Japanese vegetables, fruits and
soy, the illustrations are clear, atmospheric and empowering.
The text runs from ingredients and places to buy them, to
simple dishes and whole meals. The design is really fun, and
this is a handbook every cook will want to own -- or give to
friends and family.

A must-have for every 21st-century foodie, this book
gathers the best infographics of all things eating,
drinking, and cooking. Whether it's the secrets of
sashimi or stress-free party planning, this is gastroguidance at its most visually appealing and expert,
solving kitchen conundrums in simple and
memorable graphics, while exploring visual...
Sushi Sashimi. L'arte della cucina giapponeseGiunti
EditoreSushi sashimi. L'arte della cucina
GiapponeseGiapponeEDT srlPesce crudo e
sushiGiunti Editore
Enjoy the best Japanese food at home with more
than 100 dishes from the gastronomic megacity,
including favorites such as miso, sushi, rice, and
sweets. While many people enjoy an almost cult-like
reverence for Japanese cuisine, they’re intimidated
to make this exquisite food at home. In this
comprehensive cookbook, Maori Murota demystifies
Japanese cooking, making it accessible and
understood by anyone interested in learning about
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her native food culture and eating well. Inspired by
Murota’s memories of growing up in Tokyo—cooking
at home with her mother and dining out in the city’s
wonderful restaurants and stands—Tokyo Cult
Recipes offers clear and concise information on key
basic cooking techniques and provides guidance on
key ingredients that home cooks can use to create
authentic Japanese food anytime. Tokyo Cult
Recipes is packed with dozens of mouthwatering,
easy-to-make recipes for miso, sushi, soba noodles,
bentos, rice, Japanese tapas, desserts, cakes, and
sweets, accompanied by helpful step-by-step
photographs. This fabulous cookbook is also a visual
guide to this extraordinary city, bringing it colorfully
to life in gorgeous shots of food markets, Tokyo
street scenes, Japanese kitchen interiors, and more.
Presents the Japanese approach to diet and nutrition
in a guide to good eating that offers recipes with an
easy approach to a healthier, slimmer, and longer
life, without counting calories or carbohydrates.
Korean food is quickly becoming the biggest trend in
the culinary world—Our Korean Kitchen will be your
inspiring guide to bringing this delicious and healthy
cuisine to your table. Critically acclaimed chef and
food writer Jordan and his Korean wife Rejina
provide a cultural history of the food of Korea giving
context to the recipes that follow. This
comprehensive collection of 100+ authentic and
accessible dishes explores the ingredients and
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techniques needed to master Korean cooking. From
how to stock a Korean pantry, to full menu ideas, to
recipes for every meal and craving, this is the only
guide to Korean cooking you’ll ever need. You’ll
find delicious recipes for Bibimbap, Kimchi Fried
Rice, Crispy Chili Rice Cakes, Chicken Dumpling
Soup, Seafood & Silken Tofu Stew, Pickled Garlic,
Seafood & Spring Onion Pancakes, Shrimp and
Sweet Potato Tempura, Knife-cut Noodles in
Seafood Broth, Soy-Marinated Crab, Grilled Pork
Belly with Sesame Dip, Grilled Beef Short Ribs,
Deep Fried Honey Cookies, and so much more!
Chapters: Rice & Savory Porridge Soups & Stews
Vegetables, Pickles & Sides Pancakes, Fritters &
Tofu Noodles Fish Meat Dessert
Call it “Zen and the Art of Farming” or a “Little Green
Book,” Masanobu Fukuoka’s manifesto about farming,
eating, and the limits of human knowledge presents a
radical challenge to the global systems we rely on for our
food. At the same time, it is a spiritual memoir of a man
whose innovative system of cultivating the earth reflects
a deep faith in the wholeness and balance of the natural
world. As Wendell Berry writes in his preface, the book
“is valuable to us because it is at once practical and
philosophical. It is an inspiring, necessary book about
agriculture because it is not just about agriculture.”
Trained as a scientist, Fukuoka rejected both modern
agribusiness and centuries of agricultural practice,
deciding instead that the best forms of cultivation mirror
nature’s own laws. Over the next three decades he
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perfected his so-called “do-nothing” technique:
commonsense, sustainable practices that all but
eliminate the use of pesticides, fertilizer, tillage, and
perhaps most significantly, wasteful effort. Whether
you’re a guerrilla gardener or a kitchen gardener,
dedicated to slow food or simply looking to live a
healthier life, you will find something here—you may even
be moved to start a revolution of your own.
Challenging the belief that the sense of smell diminished
during human evolution, Shepherd argues that this
sense, which constitutes the main component of flavor, is
far more powerful and essential than previously believed.
--from publisher description
This early 17th-century book was written by the Italian
refugee Giacomo Castelvetro.
The ultimate guide to the world's most popular hot
beverage - from Ferran Adrià's elBullifoundation and
Lavazza In this all-encompassing encyclopedia, experts
at the elBullifoundation, working alongside the worldleading coffee brand Lavazza, provide the answers to
these questions and many more. This comprehensive
and fascinating volume is perfectly positioned for culinary
professionals, coffee aficionados, and all those who want
to explore the world behind this vital element of our
everyday lives. Readers will discover the history,
consumption practices, production techniques, and
myriad varieties of coffee, and gain an understanding of
the coffee industry as a whole. This is the perfect
companion for those who want to approach the worlds of
coffee and gastronomy from a practical and intellectual
point of view, either as a culinary professional or a
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curious coffee enthusiast.
"Una storia poetica e toccante, in cui ricordi, speranza e
amore si intrecciano sullo sfondo di uno dei paesaggi più
belli del mondo." Library Journal
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